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Overview
The addition of Trends to a Tanium™ deployment provides visibility into the history of
key pieces of information about the enterprise IT estate, the ability to coordinate with
real-time status for those same indicators, and the ability to deploy actions on an
endpoint—all without leaving the Tanium Console session.

Features

Use Trends to:

l Collect data from the endpoints across the enterprise to present visualizations of
historical counts for information related to hardware and software inventory,
operational hygiene, and endpoint security posture.

l Create organized collections of boards and panels to display the collected data in
impactful charts.

l Customize the chart type, date or date range, color scheme, and text for each
panel.

l Set data condition thresholds that trigger visual status indicators (for example, red,
yellow, or green panel backgrounds).

l Publish boards to a file that you can distribute to stakeholders or post to an internal
web server.

l Navigate from historical trends to current, real-time status for the same key
question, returned in the familiar results grid, where you can use the merge and
drill-down features to examine the details.

l Further explore question results that display in a panel by opening the question in
Tanium™ Interact where you can deploy and schedule actions as necessary.

There are four primary concepts that you need to know to use Trends: sources, panels,
boards, and sections.

Source

A source is a configuration that defines a Trends saved question, how often to issue the
question, and when to collect results from the endpoints. Every source issues its saved
question to all computer groups visible to Trends.

IMPORTANT: A Trends saved question can ask for results from only one sensor.
The sensor can be a single column sensor, a multicolumn sensor, or a
parameterized sensor.
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For information about sources, see Working with sources on page 22.

Panel

A panel displays a visualization for data collected by a source. When you create or edit a
panel, select the source to use and the default computer group to show data for. When
the source uses a multicolumn sensor, you can choose which column to display. You
can also customize the chart type, date range, color scheme, and more.

Panels depend on sources; you must create a source before you create a panel that
uses the source.

For information about adding panels to a board, see Building and publishing boards on
page 27. For information about working with panels, see Viewing results in panels on
page 32.

Board

A board organizes a collection of panels. You can create and edit boards to add panels,
and you can publish boards to downloadable HTML files.

For information about how to create, edit, and publish boards, see Building and
publishing boards on page 27.

Section

A section is a collapsible division on a board that you can use to further group panels. A
board can have multiple sections and each section can contain multiple panels.
Sections are optional. By default, boards do not contain any sections.

For information about adding sections to a board, see Building and publishing boards on
page 27.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services
provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for
such items, and expressly disclaimall warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for
any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an
applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Taniumproducts with any particular Third Party
Items and neither Taniumnor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any
such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Taniumproducts is
appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
1. Install Trends. See Installing Trends on page 15. If you are upgrading from a

previous version, see Upgrading Tanium Trends on page 18.
2. Import the initial gallery and explore the built-in sources, boards, and panels. See

Importing the initial gallery on page 20.
3. Create your own sources. See Working with sources on page 22.
4. Create and publish your own boards and panels. See Building and publishing

boards on page 27.
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Requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Trends.

Tanium dependencies

Component Requirement

Platform 7.0.314.6085 or later

For role-based access control (RBAC), youmust have
TaniumPlatform 7.1.314.3071 or later.

Tanium™ Client 6.0.314.1540 or later recommended

Tanium Content The Trends gallery uses sensors that are included in
Tanium™ Patch, the Initial Content pack, and the Managed
Applications content pack. If this content is not present when
you import the gallery, the corresponding Trends sources,
boards, panels, and sections are not created.

License Core platform entitlement. Contact your Technical Account
Manager (TAM) if Trends does not appear on the Tanium™
Console solutions page.

Platform host computer resources

Trends installs and runs as a service on the Module Server. The impact on Module
Server sizing is minimal and depends on usage. Consult with your TAM for details.

Host and network security requirements

This section lists requirements Trends may have in addition to those for the basic
Tanium core platform components.

Ports

The following ports are required for Trends communication.

Component Port
number

Direction Service Purpose

Module server 17452 Inbound
Outbound

node.exe Trends service
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Component Port
number

Direction Service Purpose

Module Server 17462 Inbound
Outbound

postgres.exe Connecting to the PostgreSQL
database where Trends stores
data.

Host system security exclusions

If the Module Server is deployed in an environment that has security software to monitor
and block unknown host system processes, your security administrator must create
exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference.

Service Path

Trends Service <Tanium Module Server>\services\twsm-v1\twsm.exe

PostgreSQL <Tanium Module Server>\services\trends\psql\bin\postgres.exe
<Tanium Module Server>\services\trends\psql\bin\pg_ctl.exe

Tanium Console user role requirements

User role requirements vary according to platform version.

Tanium Server 7.0

In 7.0, Tanium Console system user roles grant the following privileges in Trends:

User Role Privileges

Administrator Install and uninstall Trends; import/export the gallery and
board configuration files; view, create, modify, and delete
sources; view, create, modify, and delete boards, panels,
and sections; publish boards; view the recent results grid;
create troubleshooting packages.

Content Administrator Same as Administrator except cannot install or uninstall
Trends; cannot edit or delete sources; cannot view the
recent results grid.

Table 1: 7.0 system roles
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User Role Privileges

Action Approver, Action Author,
Action User, Action/Sensor Author,
Question Author, Sensor Author

Import the gallery; view, create, modify, and delete
boards, panels, and sections; publish boards.

Cannot create, modify, disable, or delete source
configurations.

Cannot view themost recent results grid.

On the SavedQuestions page, these roles cannot view
the saved question configurations created by others.

Read Only User Only view sources, boards, panels, and sections. Can
preview changes to panel settings, but cannot save the
panel view. Cannot view the recent results grid. Cannot
publish boards.

Tanium Server 7.1

For Tanium Platform version 7.1.314.3071 or later, Trends introduces new RBAC
permissions that control access to the Trends workbench. The six predefined roles are
Trends Administrator, Trends Author, Trends Source Author, Trends Board Author,
Trends Board Viewer, and Trends Read Only.

Privilege Trends
Administrator

Trends
Author

Trends
Source
Author

Trends
Board
Author

Trends
Board
Viewer

Show Trends*

Access to the Trends
workbench (built-in)

Trends Publish

Generate and publish
reports

Trends Board Read

View and list boards,
sections, and panels

Table 2: Tanium 7.1 Trends User Role Privileges
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Privilege Trends
Administrator

Trends
Author

Trends
Source
Author

Trends
Board
Author

Trends
Board
Viewer

Trends Board Write

Create, edit, delete, and
configure boards, sections,
and panels

Trends View RecentResults†

View recent saved
question results on the
panel page

Trends Source Read

View and list sources

Trends Source Write‡

Create, edit, and delete
sources

Trends Export‡

Export boards, panels, and
sources

Trends Import‡

Import from file and from
gallery

Note: Does not grant
access to create new or
custom boards and
sources
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Privilege Trends
Administrator

Trends
Author

Trends
Source
Author

Trends
Board
Author

Trends
Board
Viewer

Trends Setting Write

Access tomodule-level
settings for Trends

Trends Administrator

Administrative-level
access to the Trends
workbench

* To install Trends, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

† Requires read sensor privilege for the content set that contains the sensor used by a
source. To view recent results for all sources, you need access to all content sets that
contain sensors used by sources.

‡ Requires content set privileges for the sensors that Trends uses.
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Installing Trends
Install Trends from the Tanium Solutions page.

Before you begin

l Read the release notes.
l If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrading Tanium Trends on
page 18.

l You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to install Trends.

Import Trends

1. From the Main Menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Trends, click Import Version.

3. Review the manifest of import objects and click Import.

4. When prompted to confirm, enter your password and click OK.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Trends
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Verify installation

To verify that Trends is installed, go to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
installed version.

Set the service account

Specify a Tanium Server service account with Administrator or Content Administrator
credentials. The account must have access to all computer groups and endpoints that
data will be collected from. Specifying these credentials is a one-time configuration.

1. From the Trends home page, click Settings .

2. From the Service Credentials tab, enter the Tanium credentials and click Save.

Select computer groups for Trends visibility

Select the computer groups from which you want Trends to collect data. You can add or
remove computer groups at any time.
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Note: Users must have explicit computer group permissions to view data for the
corresponding computer groups.

1. From the Trends home page, click Settings .
2. From the Groups tab, select the computer groups that you want to collect data

from.
3. Click Save.

What to do next

See Getting started on page 9 for more information about using Trends.
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Upgrading Tanium Trends
Before you begin

IMPORTANT:
l Consult with your TAM before you upgrade to Trends 2.0 to understand the
differences between Trends 1.x and Trends 2.0.

l Make sure your Trends 1.x configuration does not contain errors. For more
information, see Test Trends 1.x data for errors on page 18.

l Trends 2.0 does not support bucketing or number extraction. Any views that
used those features in Trends 1.x are not preserved.

l Read the release notes.
l Review the Requirements on page 10.

Test Trends 1.x data for errors

Before you upgrade from Trends 1.x, export your Trends configuration to ensure the
boards and panels do not contain errors.

1. From the Trends home page, click Settings .
2. Under Export Boards and Panels, click Export.
3. Do not select any boards or panels. If you select none, all are exported by default.
4. Click Preview, and then click Export.

If any errors occur during the export, do not upgrade to Trends 2.0. Contact your TAM for
assistance.

Upgrade Trends

1. From the Main Menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Trends section, click Upgrade to Version.
3. Verify the list of API requests and click Import.
4. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the

installed version for Trends. If the new version is not displayed, try refreshing the
Tanium Solutions page.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Trends
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Delete Trends 1.x data if needed

When you upgrade to Trends 2.0, Trends 1.x data automatically migrates to Trends 2.0.
After you upgrade and confirm that your Trends 1.x data migrated successfully, you can
delete old, unused data and Trends 1.x files in the following directories:

l <TMS>\services\trends-service

l <TMS>\services\elasticsearch

l <TMS>\services\jdk****
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Importing the initial gallery
Trends contains an initial gallery of boards, panels, and sources. Use the gallery to
explore how you can use a variety of types of Tanium questions to identify trends in
inventory, operational hygiene, and endpoint security posture.

Before you begin

If the Initial Content, Managed Applications content packs, or Tanium™ Patch are not
present when you import the gallery, the corresponding sources, boards, and panels are
not created.

Import the gallery

When you import the gallery, you can select which boards and panels to import. Trends
creates those boards along with any corresponding sources, panels, and sections. You
can re-import the gallery at any time. If any boards or panels already exist in your Trends
workbench, Trends does not overwrite them.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click Import and select Gallery.
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3. Select the boards, sections, and panels to import.
l If you select a panel, the parent section and board are automatically selected.
l If you select a section, the parent board is automatically selected.

4. Click Preview.
5. Verify the boards, sections, and panels are correct and click Import.

Any saved questions used by imported panels are issued immediately. Within a few
seconds, Trends begins to collect initial results and display data in the boards and
panels. After the initial data appears, explore the boards and panels to discover what
you can do with Trends. You can make modifications to titles, text descriptions, dates,
and clone a board if you want to create a similar board.
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Working with sources
A source is a configuration that defines a Trends saved question, how often to issue the
question to the endpoints, and when to store results.

IMPORTANT: A Trends saved question can ask for results from only one sensor.
The sensor can be a single column sensor, a multicolumn sensor, or a
parameterized sensor.

For each source, you can configure how often to issue the saved question and how often
to collect the data. By default, the saved question is issued every five hours and data is
collected every 24 hours. The frequency is designed to get responses from endpoints
that may be offline sometimes during a one day period but are online at one of the times
the saved question is issued.

When you create a source, Trends creates a saved question that is named after the
source. Trends prepends the string Trends. For example, if the name of the source is
Chassis Type, the name of the saved question is Trends Chassis Type. With this
convention, you can easily filter for Trends questions in the saved questions and
question history tables in the Tanium™ Console.

IMPORTANT: Do not modify a Trends saved question. Trends manages all saved
questions that are used by sources and will revert back to the original version.
Instead of modifying a saved question, either edit the source or create a new
source.

Create a source

1. From the Trends Menu, click Sources.
2. Click New Source.
3. Provide a name and description for the source.
4. (Optional) In the Source Intervals section, change how often to issue the question

and how often to collect results.
5. In the Select Data section, use the Question Builder to configure the saved

question settings. When you click Apply, Trends issues the question to the
endpoints and a displays a preview of the results.
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Tip: Trends stores results as counts of the answers returned when sensors
run on the Tanium™ Client. Make sure the saved question uses a sensor that
returns stackable counts. For example, Get Tanium Client IP Address from all
machines returns IP addresses, which are unique; these results cannot be
stacked and do not display well in a chart.

6. Click Create.

The source is created in addition to a saved question. Trends immediately issues the
saved question to Tanium Clients. Within a few seconds, Trends begins to collect the
initial results. Full results are available after ten minutes. Trends then issues the saved
question according to the frequency that you select.

View source details

Each source on the Sources page contains an overall status of the source:

Status Description

The source is running or the last run completed successfully.

The source is waiting to determine the endpoints in the computer groups visible to
Trends, or the source is waiting to run due to maximum source runs in progress.

The source is disabled.

The most recent source run failed to complete.
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From the Sources page, click a source to view details of the source.

Source details include the run schedule, run logs, the associated Trends saved
question, and which panels, if any, use the source.

The run schedule contains a 24 hour view of all runs for that source.

l Successful runs display as .

l Future runs display as .

l Failed runs display as .

Edit a source

You can edit the name, description, and intervals of a source. To keep data in panels
from becoming askew, you must create another source if you want to modify the saved
question.
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1. From the Trends Menu, click Sources.
2. Select the checkbox next to the source that you want to edit and click Edit.

3. Edit the fields that you want to change.
4. Click Save.

Collect results for a source

Trends automatically collects results for a source according to the schedule that you set
when you create the source. In addition to the automatic collection schedule, you can
manually issue the saved question and collect results.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Sources.
2. Click the source that you want to export.
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3. Click Run Now.

If Trends is already collecting results for the source, Run Now is disabled.
4. (Optional) Click the Runs tab to view the status or results for the run.

Trends issues the saved question and begins to collect the latest results within a few
seconds. Full results are available after ten minutes.

Disable a source

If you disable a source, the associated saved question continues to be issued, but
Trends does not collect results. You can still select the source when you create or edit a
panel, but Trends does not collect data until you enable the source.

To disable a source, select the checkbox next to an enabled source on the Sources
page and click Disable.

To enable a source, select the checkbox next to a disabled source on the Sources page
and click Enable.

Delete a source

If you delete a source, any previously collected data is deleted, and any panels that use
the source are deleted.

To delete a source, select the checkbox next to the source on the Sources page and

click Delete .
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Building and publishing boards
The process to build and publish a board contains these primary steps:

1. Create a board on page 27.
2. Edit the board on page 27.
3. Add sections to the board on page 28.
4. Add panels to the board on page 29.
5. Save the board on page 29.
6. Publish boards on page 30.

Create a board

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click New Board.

3. Enter a name and description.
4. Click Create.

Trends saves the board and displays the Boards page.

Tip: To quickly create similar boards, you can clone an existing board and then
edit the new board. To clone a board, open the board, click More, and select
Clone. The cloned board displays with the same name as the original board with "
- Clone" appended to the name.

Edit the board

After you create a board, you can edit the board to add, remove, and reorder sections
and panels. You can edit a board at any time, including boards included in the initial
gallery.

IMPORTANT: Any changes that you make to the board are not saved until you
click Save.
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l To edit a board, open the board from the Boards page and click Edit.

l To move a panel within a section, click Move Left or Move Right until the
panel is at the desired location.

l To edit text that displays on the board, click Edit next to the text.
l When you delete a section, any panels in the section are also deleted.
l When you delete a board, any panels and sections in the board are also deleted.

Add sections to the board

A section is a collapsible division on a board that you can use to further group panels.
Sections are optional.

1. Click Add Section.
2. Specify a name and description text.

3. Click Continue.

The section is added to the bottom of the board.

Tip: To move sections, click Reorder Sections, drag the section blocks into your
preferred order, and click Continue.
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Add panels to the board

The source that you want to use for the panel must exist before you create the panel. For
more information, see Working with sources on page 22.

1. In the location where you want the panel, click Add Panel.
2. Use the Add Panel dialog to specify the following settings:

Name Specify a name to display at the top of the panel.

Description Type a description to inform other administrators about the purpose of
the configuration. The description does not display on the panel.

Source Select the Trends source.

Source Field For a source that uses a multicolumn sensor, select the result that you
want to display in the panel. If the source uses a single column sensor,
only one option is available.

Chart Type Select how the data displays in the panel. For more information, see
Reference: Chart options in Trends on page 47.

Default
Computer
Group

Select the default computer group to display data for in the panel. Only
computer groups that are visible to Trends are available.

Counts Select to include data fromOnline clients, or data fromOnline and
most recent offline clients. The online and offline statuses relate to the
time when Trends collected results, not the present time.Online clients
are endpoints that responded to the question within the last 24 hours.
Online and most recent offline clients are endpoints that responded
within the last week.

Date Range Select a date for one day charts or a date range for historical charts. For
more information, see Reference: Chart options in Trends on page 47.

Background
Color

Select or specify the default background color of the chart.

3. Click Continue.

The panel displays on the board and displays any data collected by the source.

Save the board

Click Save when you finish editing the board. Any changes that you make to the board
are not saved until you click Save.
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To return to the Boards page without saving changes, click Revert.

Tip: Click Favorite next to any board or panel name to add it to your favorites
list. You can quickly access all your favorite boards and panels from the Trends
home page.

Publish boards

You can publish one or more boards to a standalone HTML file that you can distribute to
stakeholders or post to an internal web server. Published files download to your local file
system through the browser.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Select the checkboxes next to one or more boards that you want to publish.

If you select multiple boards, Trends publishes the boards to a single HTML file.
3. Click Publish.
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4. Select the default date range or choose a custom date range to include in the
HTML file. If you select a custom date range, single-day charts use the To date.

5. Click Download.

Trends renders the selected boards into an HTML file that downloads to the local file
system.
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Viewing results in panels
When you view a board, you can click a panel to modify the panel settings and view the
collected data in more detail.

Modify panel settings

You can modify the panel settings to view specific results collected for the panel by its
source. There are two modes that you can use to modify panel data:

View mode

Use the view mode to temporarily modify panel settings. When you leave the page,
settings are not saved.

Edit mode

Use the edit mode to permanently modify panel settings.

The available options to modify the panel settings differ between the two modes.

Modify panel settings in view mode

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click the title of the board that you want to open.
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3. Click the title of the panel that you want to view.

4. The panel displays in view mode by default. From the Trends View tab, you can
modify the following settings:

Setting Description

Chart Type Select the type of data visualization to use in the panel. For
more information, see Reference: Chart options in Trends on
page 47.

Count Select to include data fromOnline clients orOnline and
most recent offline clients. The online and offline statuses
relate to the time when Trends collected results, not the
present time.Online clients are endpoints that responded to
the question within the last 24 hours.Online and most recent
offline clients are endpoints that responded within the last
week.

Computer
Group

Select the computer group to display data from in the panel.
The available computer groups include the computer groups
visible to Trends that you have access to.
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Setting Description

Date Range Select a date or date range to display in the chart. For
available options by chart type, see Reference: Chart options
in Trends on page 47.

Filter Select specific items to include or exclude in the chart. The
available items depend on the results that the source collects.

Modify panel settings in edit mode

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click the title of the board that you want to open.
3. Click the title of the panel that you want to view.
4. Click Edit.

5. From the Trends View tab, you can modify the following settings:

Setting Description

Chart Type Select the type of data visualization to use in the panel. For
more information, see Reference: Chart options in Trends on
page 47.

Source Select the source that contains the saved question you want
to use.

Field For a source that uses a multicolumn sensor, select the result
that you want to display in the panel. If the source uses a
single column sensor, only one option is available.

Count Select to include data fromOnline clients orOnline and
most recent offline clients. The online and offline statuses
relate to the time when Trends collected results, not the
present time.Online clients are endpoints that responded to
the question within the last 24 hours.Online and most recent
offline clients are endpoints that responded within the last
week.

Computer
Group

Select the computer group to display data from in the panel.
The available computer groups include the computer groups
visible to Trends that you have access to.
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Setting Description

Date Range Select a date or date range to display in the chart. For
available options by chart type, see Reference: Chart options
in Trends on page 47.

Items To
Display

Select the maximum number of items to display in the chart
and Filter list. Charts can show up to 150 items, but you can
select a larger number to show in the Filter list.

Sort Order Select whether to display the results in ascending or
descending order.

Background
Color

Select or specify the default background color of the chart.

Conditional
Formatting

ClickConditional Formatting to open the Conditional
Formatting dialog where you can specify threshold conditions
to change the background color of the chart. When you set
conditional formatting, viewers can easily identify panels that
need attention. The conditions on the Conditional Formatting
dialog are evaluated in descending order. The first condition
that triggers a match is applied.

Filter Select specific items to include or exclude in the chart. The
available items depend on the data that the source collects.
For each item, you can click the color to select the color that
you want to use for that item. To return all item colors to the
defaults, clickReset Chart Colors.
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6. Click Save when you finish editing the panel.

View live results

You can view the most recent data collected for the panel by its source.

Note: To view live results for a source, you must have read sensor privileges on
the content set that contains the sensor used by the source. For more information,
see the Requirements on page 10.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click the title of the board that you want to open.
3. Click the title of the panel that you want to view.
4. Click Live Results.

The Trends saved question displays along with the most recent results.

The following actions are available from the Live Results tab:

Drill down on the results

Trends stores aggregate results of questions for computer groups visible to Trends.
Trends does not store the full question results over the course of collection. You cannot
drill down to past point-in-time data on specific endpoints, although it is possible to drill
down on the current data set. For example, you cannot use Trends to see what OS patch
a specific computer was running on a specific date in the past. Instead, you can use
Trends to view the most recent results about OS patches, and from recent results, you
can drill down to results for specific computers.
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Select one or more rows and click Drill Down to display more details about the matching
results.

Deploy an action to one or more endpoints

Select one or more rows and click Deploy Action to deploy appropriate actions to the
selected endpoints.

Open the question in Tanium™ Interact

Click Go to Interact to open the saved question in Interact where you can view
additional question details, ask additional questions, and deploy corrective action to
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endpoints.
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Importing and exporting configurations
You can export board, panel, section, and source configurations to a JSON file. A board
configuration includes any sources, panels, and sections that the board contains. You
can edit the JSON file offline and then import the file back into Trends.

Note: Exported configurations do not include sensors.

Export all

To export all boards, sections, panels, and sources that are contained in Trends:

1. From the Trends home page, click Settings .
2. Under Export Boards and Panels, click Export All.

The export file downloads to the browser's download folder.

Export a board

When you export a single board, you can select the sections and panels to include in the
export file.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click the board that you want to export.
3. Click More and select Export.
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4. Select the sections and panels to include with the board in the export file.
l If you select a panel, the parent section and board are automatically selected.
Any panel that you select also includes the corresponding source in the
export.

l If you select nothing, only the board configuration is included in the export
file.

5. Click Export.

The export file downloads to the browser's download folder.

Export a source

You can export a source to a JSON file that you can edit and import back into Trends.
The source does not need to be used by a panel.

Note: Exported configurations do not include sensors.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Sources.
2. Click the source that you want to export.
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3. Click More and select Export.

The export file downloads to the browser's default download folder.

Import boards, sections, and panels

An imported JSON file can add new boards in addition to adding sections, panels, and
corresponding sources to existing boards. An import cannot delete existing boards, and
the import cannot modify existing panels, sections, and sources. To completely overwrite
an existing board, rename or delete the board before you import the JSON file.

Note: You can import boards from a Trends 1.x export file into Trends 2.x.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Boards.
2. Click Import and then select File.

3. Use the browse dialog to select the JSON file that contains the boards that you
want to import.

4. Click Open.
5. Select the boards, sections, and panels to import.

l If you select a panel, the parent section and board are automatically selected.
l If the source for a panel does not already exist in Trends, the import file must
contain the source configuration.
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l If you select a section, the parent board is automatically selected.

6. Click Preview.
7. Verify that the boards, sections, and panels are correct, and click Import.

Any saved questions in sources used by imported panels are issued immediately. Within
a few seconds, Trends begins to collect initial results and display data in the boards and
panels.

Import a source

You can import a source configuration from a JSON file. The source does not need to be
linked to a panel.

1. From the Trends Menu, click Sources.
2. Click Import.
3. Use the browse dialog to select the JSON file that contains the source that you

want to import.
4. Click Open.

Trends imports the source and immediately issues the saved question. Trends begins to
collect initial results within a few seconds.
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Troubleshooting
If you encounter unexpected behavior when using Trends, you can troubleshoot the
issue using the information contained here. You can also contact your TAM.

Basic tips

If data is not collected and populated in boards and panels as expected, check the
following pages to verify that Trends saved questions are being issued, and that the
questions return results.

l Go to Administration > Question History and review the log of Trends saved
questions.

l Go to the Sources page and click a source to view details on the source. The Runs
tab contains logs that show if Trends is able to successfully collect data from the
endpoints.

Version and disk usage details

If you need to contact your TAM to troubleshoot an issue with Trends, your TAMmay ask
your version of Trends and how much disk space Trends is using.

From the Trends home page, click Information . The version information appears
under About.

Figure  1: Trends version

Download logs

If you encounter issues that you want to troubleshoot with the assistance of Tanium™
support, you can create a package of logs and configuration files that can be used to
diagnose unexpected behavior.

To download logs:
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1. From the Trends home page, click Help .
2. On the Troubleshooting tab, click Download.

The log file downloads to your browser's download folder.

You can also find logs on the Module Server host computer.

Operating
System

Log Files

Windows <Tanium Module Server>\services\trends-files\logs

Linux /opt/Tanium/TaniumModuleServer/services/trends-files/logs/

Service unavailable

If the Trends service cannot be reached from the Tanium Console, Trends functionality
is not available and a message appears. If the problem persists, contact your TAM.

Uninstall Trends

The Trends uninstallation saves any collected data by default so that you can restore the
data if you later decide to reinstall Trends. In some cases, you might want to start "clean"
and not restore the data. To do this, you must manually uninstall some files.

IMPORTANT: Consult with your TAM before you uninstall or reinstall Trends.

What happens when you uninstall Trends?

When you uninstall Trends, the Tanium Console removes:

l Trends workbench
l Trends-related configuration objects (boards, panels, and sources)
l Trends service

To support data restoration, the uninstallation procedure does not remove:
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l Collected data at <Tanium Module Server>\services\trends-files\

l Trends saved questions (which continue to be reissued)

Uninstall Trends so data is restored when you reinstall

1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. From the Main Menu, select Tanium Solutions.
3. On the Trends panel, click Uninstall.

4. Review the summary and click Uninstall.

5. When prompted to confirm, enter your password and click OK.

If you later install Trends, the previous data and sources are restored.

Note: In an Active-Active deployment, the Trends workbench and Trends menu
remain on the cluster member on which the uninstallation was not run. The Trends
workbench must be manually removed from that instance. Contact your TAM for
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assistance. For information about Active-Active deployments, see Tanium Core
Platform Install Guide: Installing Tanium Server in an Active-Active cluster.

Uninstall Trends so you start fresh when you reinstall

1. Uninstall Trends as described in the previous section.
2. Manually delete the following:

l Trends files at <Tanium Module Server>\services\trends-
files\

l Trends saved questions (through Authoring > Saved Questions)

If you later install Trends and import the gallery, no data is preserved from previous
installations.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_an_ha_active_active_cluster.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_an_ha_active_active_cluster.html
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Reference: Chart options in Trends
Panels use charts to visually display results returned by Trends questions. The following
are the types of charts that you can find in Trends in addition to the possible date ranges
that a chart can display.

Chart types

Panels can use the following chart types to visually display results collected by the
source that the panel depends on.

Donut chart

The donut chart displays data for a single day. Use a donut chart when you want to see
or compare shares of a whole, such as displaying the percent of machines that run a
specific operating system.

Figure  2: Example of a donut chart

Bar chart

The bar chart displays data for a single day. Use a bar chart when you want to compare
two or more results, such as comparing browser versions or operating systems. In
contrast to donut charts, the parts of a bar chart do not necessarily add up to a whole.
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Figure  3: Example of a bar chart

Stacked area chart

The stacked area chart is a historical chart that shows data over multiple days. Use the
stacked area chart when you track changes over time, such as displaying running
applications on the endpoints. Hover over the graph to display the count for each result
by date.

Figure  4: Example of a stacked area chart
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Date options

The date options that you can set for a chart depend on the type of chart. Donut charts
and bar charts display only a single day of data, while a stacked area chart is a historical
chart that displays a date range.

Date options for single-day charts

Option Description

Custom Select a day to view results from the last time Trends collected
data on that day.

Latest data Results from the last time Trends collected data for the source.
The user interface shows the date of collection (UTC time).

Yesterday Results from the last time Trends collected data on the previous
day (UTC time).

This day last
week

Results from the last time Trends collected data one week ago
(UTC time).

This day last
month

Results from the last time Trends collected data one month ago
(UTC time).

This day last
quarter

Results from the last time Trends collected data three months ago
(UTC time).

Date range options for historical charts

Option Description

Custom Select the start date and end date of a date range.

This week Daily results beginning with the most recent Sunday through the
current day.

This month Daily results beginning with the first of the month through the
current day.

This quarter Daily results for a quarter beginning January 1st, April 1st, July
1st, or October 1st, through the current day.

Last week Daily results beginning with the previous Monday through the
most recent Sunday.

Last month Daily results for the previous month.

Last quarter Daily results for the previous quarter. A quarter is January 1st to
March 31, April 1st to June 30th, July 1st to September 30, or
October 1st to December 31st.
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Option Description

Last 7 days Last 7 daily results, including the current day.

Last 30 days Last 30 daily results, including the current day.

Last 90 days Last 90 daily results, including the current day.
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Reference: Trends data collection
Learn how sources collect data so that the panels you design in Trends appropriately
display the results that you want to analyze.

Types of sensors

A saved question in a source can ask for results from only one sensor. The sensor can
be a single column sensor, a multicolumn sensor, or a parameterized sensor. If you use
a multicolumn sensor, you must choose the result column (field) to use when you create
a panel that uses the corresponding source.

Trends stores results as counts of the answers returned when sensors run on the
Tanium Client. Most sensors return numeric results that can be meaningfully counted.
For example, the question Get Running Applications from all machines returns counts of the
application versions found in running processes on enterprise endpoints.

Figure  5: Results grid counts

When you create a source in Trends, the Question Builder is available to build the saved
question. Before you save the source, you can run the question to preview the results.
Evaluate whether the result strings can be meaningfully counted and whether question
filters are required. Avoid using questions that return unique strings, such as Computer
Name or IP address, because there is little value in aggregate counts of these answers.
If a source returns more than 100,000 unique results in a day, Trends only stores the
100,000 results with the highest counts.
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IMPORTANT: Do not modify a Trends saved question. Trends uses a service
account to manage all saved questions used by sources, and any questions
modified by a different account will revert back to the original version. Instead of
modifying a saved question, either edit the source or create a new source.

How Trends collects data

For each source, you can configure how often to issue the saved question and how often
to collect the data. By default, a saved question is issued every five hours and data is
collected every 24 hours. The frequency is designed to get responses from endpoints
that are offline sometimes during a one day period but are online at one of the times the
saved question is issued. When Trends collects data for a source, Trends issues the
saved question one more time to get the most recent results.

Figure  6: Source details

Trends collects data for each source with minor offsets to avoid traffic spikes. If Trends
collects data for a source at an unsuitable time, you can edit the source to change the
collection schedule. For optimal results, sources should collect results on a routine
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schedule to maintain similar comparisons. For example, measuring running applications
every day at noon provides more accurate data to compare than if you measure running
applications some days at noon and some days at midnight.

Note: If a scheduled source run fails, you can manually run the source to issue the
question and collect results. If results are collected more than once a day, the daily
count resolves to the last data that Trends collects that day. For more information,
see Working with sources on page 22.

Results are reported in Trends as aggregate single day counts based on the timestamps
of the collected data. The time and date clock is based on the UTC time of the Module
Server (not the local time zone adjusted time). For example, a panel configured to show
Chassis Type on December 31 includes the counts of the responses that Trends collects
on December 31 UTC time.

Answers from online and offline endpoints

The Tanium Client is deployed to a broad spectrum of enterprise assets, including
infrastructure servers, employee workstations, and employee laptops. Each of these
assets is an endpoint that may be online or offline. While infrastructure servers are
almost always online, employee workstations or laptops may be online or offline
according to employee schedules and habits.

When the Tanium Server issues a saved question, an endpoint that is online sends its
current response to the question; if the endpoint is offline, the Tanium Server may have a
recent value for it. The Tanium Server tallies counts for both types of answers.

The online and offline statuses relate to the time when Trends collected results, not the
present time. For example, Trends collects data at 9:00 UTC for a source that queries Get
Machines Requiring a Reboot from all machines, and the data for Online clients and Online and
most recent offline clients are tallied at that point in time. Online clients are endpoints
that responded to the question within the last 24 hours. Online and most recent offline
clients are endpoints that responded within the last week.

Note that the time of day that Trends collects data might impact the count recorded,
depending on business practices such as maintenance operations. For example, if
Trends collects data for a source at 2:00 UTC, and 2:00 UTC is during a daily
maintenance window where maintenance processes might put more machines in a state
requiring reboot, then the counts for Get Machines Requiring a Reboot from all machines would
routinely be higher.
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